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Abstract

Growth in length, weight gain, and head circumference were recorded from 3 months to 4 years of age in 25 children with cystic fibrosis diagnosed by neonatal screening. Mean standard deviation (SD) scores at 3 months for length, weight, and head circumference were – 0.78, – 0.91, and – 0.52 respectively. Over the first 2 years length SD scores showed a consistent improvement and stabilised at 0.1 SD below mean from 2 to 4 years. Weight SD scores remained essentially unaltered throughout, approximately 1 SD below the mean. Head circumference, however, after an initial increase from – 0.52 at 3 months to – 0.25 at 18 months, slowed and fell to 1 SD below the mean at 4 years. The data suggest that head growth continues to lag behind somatic growth in children with cystic fibrosis despite early diagnosis and good nutritional management in early infancy. These data also support functional expression of cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator in the brain.
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Improvement in nutritional support has led to better growth and long term survival in cystic fibrosis. Improvements in height and weight gain have been achieved with high energy diets and by optimising pancreatic supplementation.

Recently we showed disproportionately slow head growth in patients with cystic fibrosis in spite of aggressive nutritional support.1 However, only 7% of the patients in that study were diagnosed by neonatal screening, the majority being diagnosed on clinical grounds, including 34% who presented with meconium ileus.

In 1989 a postnatal screening service for cystic fibrosis was established in the Trent NHS region. This is run according to guidelines for disease screening,2,3 using an immuno-noreactive trypsin (IRT) assay on heelprick blood samples which has proved an effective screening test for cystic fibrosis.4 Early diagnosis has been shown to reduce morbidity and hospital stay in the first year of life,5,6 but no differences in somatic growth could be demonstrated in two populations of cystic fibrosis children diagnosed on alternate weeks by screening and clinical methods.7 As data on head growth were not recorded in this study by Chatfield et al.,8 we have examined prospectively whether improvement in head circumference, weight, and height could be achieved by early nutritional support in a cohort of children with cystic fibrosis diagnosed by screening.

Methods

Using standard anthropometric techniques, a single auxologist measured occipitofrontal circumference (OFC), linear height, and weight monthly in 25 children with cystic fibrosis attending the regional cystic fibrosis centre in Sheffield. Height was measured with a Holtain stadiometer, weight by Weighmaster Baby-weigher model 520/10 and Seca alpha model 770 scales, and OFC by an anthropometric tape. All children were pancreatic insufficient and were diagnosed through a postnatal screening programme. Screening was performed as a triple phase process involving initial testing of dried blood spots from the Guthrie card for IRT, followed by genetic testing of the same sample for a variety of the common cystic fibrosis mutations with confirmation by sweat electrolyte analysis.

Genotype data were available for all children: 18 were DF508 homozygous, the remainder were compound heterozygotes for DF508 and other less common mutations. All patients showed evidence of steatorrhoea. Pancreatic insufficiency was confirmed in early infancy by the presence of excess fat globules in stool and response to pancreatic supplementation. Our nutritional policy comprised a high energy (> 120% of dietary reference value) unrestricted fat diet, supplemented with sufficient pancreatin to control steatorrhoea. Patients were reviewed by a paediatric dietician at each clinic visit and regular dietary assessments were made using a computerised nutrition program (Dietplan, Forrestfield software).

Statistics

Standard deviation (SD) scores were calculated for height, weight, and head circumference measurements. Bone age estimations were performed annually using the Tanner and Whitehouse (ii) method.8 The Student’s t test was used for comparison with population means and the Wilcoxon signed rank test to assess the significance between the age groups.

Results

Height, weight, and OFC values from 3 months to 4 years are presented in table 1 and graphically in fig 1(A-C) as mean SD scores. Mean length, weight, and OFC SD scores were all significantly low at 3 months compared to the population mean (– 0.78, p < 0.01;
Figure showing decline to improve circumference by progressively fell through years onwards. The weight was grouped according to mean gain from 3 at 3 showed a significant improvement from -0.91 at 3 months to -0.62 at 1 year but fell gradually to 1 SD below the mean from 3 years onwards. In contrast to the sustained gains in height, the OPG SD score, after initial improvement from a mean of -0.52 at 3 months to -0.25 at 18 months, fell progressively to -1.05 at 4 years (Student's t test: p < 0.0001)

Discussion
There are relatively few studies on growth patterns in children with cystic fibrosis diagnosed by screening. Chatfield and colleagues' have shown that somatic growth improves compared to birth data in both screened and non-screened patients with cystic fibrosis, reaching an SD score of nearly zero at the age of 4 years. Investigators have also reported that biochemical evidence of malnutrition is present in pancreatic insufficient patients with cystic fibrosis when first diagnosed by screening.

The progressive improvements in height and weight gain shown by the Trent children are similar to those reported in West Midlands and Welsh patients, although the absence of head circumference data limits direct comparison. Similar patterns for linear growth were reported in Swedish children with cystic fibrosis, with length SD at 3 months - 1.3 below mean, improving to -0.19 at 5 years of age.

Cellular growth of the brain in the first year of postnatal life is reflected by an increase in head circumference. In both small for dates and proportionate infants, relatively minor undernutrition during a time of very rapid brain growth can result in a deficit in the final brain size and affect brain cell growth and DNA content. Although most of the structural alterations in the brain eventually recover to some extent, recent neuropharmacological research has revealed long lasting, and possibly permanent, changes in brain neural receptor function resulting from an early episode of malnutrition. The extent of malnutrition required to produce these long term alterations is unknown

There are many factors, including hormonal imbalance and energy imbalance, which singly or in combination may contribute to growth retardation in patients with cystic fibrosis. Lee and colleagues proposed that growth retardation was caused by a defect in the hypothalamic-pituitary somatotropin generating system, secondary to protein malnutrition. Rosenfield and co-workers also measured serum somatotropin activity by radioimmunoassay in 15 adolescents with cystic fibrosis but found concentrations within the normal range. Neither study documented hepatic function, an important omission since growth hormone regulates the elaboration by the liver of a family of insulin-like growth factors, the somatomedins. Somatomedin levels are depressed in protein malnutrition, but whether somatomedin function is always normal in cystic fibrosis or not, and under what circumstances, are questions that remain to be answered.
In contrast to our previous report, this study shows an initial acceleration in head growth up to the age of 18 months. However, head growth subsequently slows and the SD score at 4 years of age is similar to our earlier observations. This supports our previous conclusion that in cystic fibrosis, despite early diagnosis and careful attention to nutrition, head growth lags behind other indices of growth and development. Nutritional deficiency alone is unlikely to cause the small head size. Cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) expression has been reported in brain, although its significance is unclear. It is possible that CFTR influences CSF secretion and this may be deficient in cystic fibrosis, leading to a reduction in brain volume. Magnetic resonance imaging studies can calculate ventricular and brain volume and examine the maturation pattern of grey and white matter. This, and the availability of animal models of cystic fibrosis, may provide further ways to look at critical periods of brain growth and development in this disease.
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